October
Dear Friends:
Earlier this year I determined to write an article on the tidings of the east
and the north in Daniel eleven, verse forty-four. In order to establish the logic for
that verse I began the current series we have been dealing with throughout most
of 2009. When the point was reached where I could address verse forty-four, I
then recognized the insights of Belshazzar and Nebuchadnezzar that we dealt
with in our September newsletter and the DVD mail-out. We intended to return
and take up verse forty-four in the October newsletter but before the article was
prepared we held a one-week series at our home where we recorded Darrio
Taylor’s 35 prophetic presentations. His presentations were powerful!
With this brief note we are including part 3 of the DVD presentation titled
Nebuchadnezzar’s Warning Message. Soon to follow are two DVD presentations
that include one DVD from Darrio Taylor’s week-long seminar in October 2009
called A Grievous Vision and one DVD from Parminder Biant’s seminar in August
2009 called The 2520 Revealed. Of these 2 series, The 2520 Revealed is now
available, while A Grievous Vision is still in production.
Both of these series are filled with information on the prophecies that you
will want to have. Do not neglect to provide yourself with very important biblical
support for the prophetic message that is now being unfolded by the Lion of the
tribe of Judah.
Tonight I begin three days of speaking in Eatonville, Washington. I will
then leave for ten days of recording the message into a few of the European
languages in our German sister ministry located in Portugal. Following Portugal,
there will be six days of meetings in France, then a brief return for Spanishspeaking meetings in Texas. Finally on December 19th we will have a meeting in
Angwin, California. Because of this schedule I will not take up verse forty-four
until the next newsletter which will be sent in December. My apologies, but we
cannot seem to keep up. I know several of you look forward to our regular
newsletters, so I ask your patience and trust that this DVD mail-out, along with
the next ones, will be a blessing.
May the Lord continue to guide and bless you.
Jeff Pippenger

